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Philosophy in the space of thought  
An innovative interdisciplinary protocol for teaching philosophy  

http://progettofaro.wordpress.com/ 
 

Experimental Research Plan – Research in progress 
 
Research Unit University of Naples Federico II Department of Humanities Section of Philosophy  
Scientific Responsible Flavia Santoianni  
Research Group Alessandro Arienzo, Marco Castagna, Maria Teresa Catena, Agostino Cera, Nicola Grana, Felice 
Masi, Claudia Megale, Rocco Pititto, Monica Sorrentino, Marco Stimolo, Simona Venezia 
Research Unit Liceo Classico Vico of Naples Luisa Salerni 
Research Unit Liceo Scientifico Alberti of Naples  Lucio Galdo 
Research Unit Liceo Sociopedagogico Fonseca of Naples Eleonora De Conciliis 
Research Unit Istituto Denza of Naples Fulvio Padulano 
Research Unit Scuola Militare Nunziatella of Naples Giovanni Russo 
Research Unit Liceo Scientifico Cortese of Maddaloni (CE) Salvatore Grandone 
 

First phase – Formulation of the problem and choice of hypotheses 
The causal prediction of this research hypothesis is that an independent variable can cause the variation of a 
dependent variable. In this case, the independent variable is represented by the teaching methodology of the 
Thinking Prototypes Theory (Santoianni, 2011), while the dependent variable is identified in the ability to 
process philosophical concepts. By changing the processes that regulate the teaching through the use of a 
specific methodology (independent variable) we want to investigate if such a transformation may change the 
way students learn and process philosophical concepts (dependent variable). In particular, we will analyze 
whether the spatial formulation of a philosophical text through representations modeled by the Thinking 
Prototypes Theory can implement the learning of philosophical concepts, the ability to understand them 
thoroughly and to process them. The research question is therefore: the revision of a philosophical text 
(independent variable) can have an effect on the learning of philosophical concepts (dependent variable)? 
 

Second phase – Research design 
Measurement of identified variables and detection situations  
The measure of the dependent variable consists in the evaluation of the responses to a questionnaire 
constructed by the Research Unit in the interaction between University and School. The testing will be carried 
out twice, before and after the experiment. In particular, the experimental process will take place according to 
the following sequence: 

 Definition of philosophical concepts 
 Preparation of teaching units related to the philosophical concepts 
 Conversion of teaching units in philosophical spatial representations according to the modeling 

proposed by the Thinking Prototypes Theory 
 Structuring of questionnaires on Likert scale 
 Preparation of a website with research materials  
 Administration of Thinking Prototypes test to the teachers who prepared the teaching units 
FIRST SCHOOL LESSON 
 Administration to students in classroom of the chosen philosophical teaching units  
 First tracking of learning in the class through a questionnaire (pre-test) with score attribution 
 Division of the class into two groups (A and B) with random assignment of subjects in groups 
 Distribution of students in the class of philosophical teaching units (A and B) 
 Distribution to students of spatial representations in only one of the two groups (A or B) 
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SECOND SCHOOL LESSON 
 Second tracking of learning in the classroom through the same questionnaire (post-test) with score 

attribution 
 Checking for any differences between the scores assigned to the two questionnaires 
 Administration of an interview to the teachers involved in the testing 

The manipulation of the independent variable, namely the use of a specific methodology of teaching, imply a 
double expression. On the one hand it has been put into play a traditional coursework methodology (ie, the 
philosophical teaching units) and on the other hand has been built an experimental teaching methodology (ie, 
the modeled spatial representations) which will be the independent variable to assess. 
 
Identification of sample groups 
The volunteer sample of subjects has been identified in a third class and six fourth classes of Higher Secondary 
School in Campania. The sample was selected in each class, within which the assignment to the two groups (A 
or B) has occurred in a random fashion. When two distinct classes have been used, the sample was formed ad 
hoc. This means that were taken into account two groups of the same class level and classes were chosen as 
similar as possible (same school, same type of high school, same level of class, similar social and cultural 
conditions). 
 
Characteristics of the sample groups 
The research is being carried out in the following High Schools of Campania: Liceo Classico Vico of Naples, Liceo 
Scientifico Alberti of Naples, Liceo Sociopedagogico Fonseca of Naples, Liceo Scientifico Denza of Naples, Scuola 
Militare "Nunziatella" of Naples, Liceo Scientifico Nino Cortese of Maddaloni (CE). It involved a third class and a 
fourth class for the Liceo Classico Vico of Naples, a fourth class for the Liceo Scientifico Alberti of Naples, a 
fourth class for the Liceo Sociopedagogico Fonseca of Naples, a fourth class for the Liceo Scientifico Denza of 
Naples, a fourth class for the Scuola Militare "Nunziatella" of Naples, a fourth class for the Liceo Scientifico 
Nino Cortese of Maddaloni (CE).  
 
Definition of philosophical concepts 
The definition of concepts was organized by the University Research Group and School; it has also been revised 
by the Scholastic Research Group to suit the needs of the classes involved in the testing and their programs of 
study. The attribution of the topics to individual members of University Research Group was made as follows: 
Arienzo Alessandro, Natural time and political times in Machiavelli; Castagna Marco, The narrated time. Paul 
Ricoeur reader of Augustine and Aristotle and The aporetic of temporality: the number of time in Aristotle's 
Physics; Catena Maria Teresa, The notion of time in the Critique of Pure Reason; Cera Agostino, The sense of 
time. Meaning and the end of history between Kant, Hegel and Nietzsche; Grana Nicola, L. Wittgenstein and 
analytic philosophy; Masi Felice, Meanings and patterns of time in physics from Galileo to Einstein (and 
beyond); Pititto Rocco, John Locke: between rationalism and empiricism. A reading of the Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding; Stimolo Marco, A-historical time and historical time; Venezia Simona, On the concept 
of time in the thought of Martin Heidegger. The Scholastic Research Group has produced: Luisa Salerni, The 
true knowledge and the question of universals and Distinction and unity of philosophy and philology in the 
thought of G. Vico. 


